Training needs assessment practices in corporate sector of Pakistan
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The purpose of this study is to investigate the manager training needs assessment techniques adopted by Pakistan corporate sector, especially in Islamabad and Rawalpindi region, and its impact on training outcomes. The finding related to TNA comprehensiveness was disparate because majority of the organization are using only one level or personal level analysis for their managers training needs assessment. So, it has negative impact on the outcomes of training. The study revealed that training in Pakistan is mostly subjective based. Objectivity of the training is less emphasized during their training session. These desperate results are basically due to lack of comprehensive managerial TNA approach used by corporate sectors in Pakistan before conducting training program. The objective of our study is to mention the drawback which corporate sector is facing regarding TNA and training outcomes and also relate the TNA comprehensiveness to effective outcome of training.
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INTRODUCTION

In fact, training is a major tool for the development of human resource. Companies are spending millions of dollar in training for developed human asset. But, to what extent are these training effective for developing the employee? It’s a question for the companies to judge the accuracy, reliability and effectiveness of the training program. Cheng and Ho (2001) suggest that training is a costly investment and this is even more important taking into consideration that only 10% of total training expenses could lead to positive transfer of training; it means only 10% changes occur in employee efficiency and effectiveness at workplace after training. Many theories of training effectiveness only focus on factors relating to the process of training, such as the design of the training and implementation of training program. But less attention is paid in the literature that focuses on level of managers TNA, whether it is in the form of organization analysis, personal analysis or task analysis. The best approach for effective outcomes of training for organization, especially in third world country for TNA approach is totally neglecting. Mostly, TNA method is conducted overseas. The studies of Malaysian companies suggest that its main reason is cultural and national differences among west and south Asia regarding TNA practices (Poon and Rozhan, 2000; Zakaria and Rozhan, 2000).

Another researcher, Arthur et al. (2003) reported that only a few studies on training, especially regarding TNA have been investigated and available in literature. Agnaia (1996) reported that performance appraisals system is one of the major TNA techniques which is adopt mostly Libyan companies. Performance appraisal system is also often considered the most common and widely used method in manager TNA (Brown, 2002; Osborne, 1996). Abu-Doleh (2004) investigate that much of Jordanian Private and Public organization emphasis was placed on the individual analysis and functional analysis rather than to organizational analysis. Not surprisingly, no single organizations in the two sectors are using all the three approaches simultaneously for conducting their manager TNA. Its mean any call for training that is undertaken without a watchful analysis of whether it is needed, or not required, is probable ineffective and a waste of money and resources of the organization. Abu-Doleh and Branine (1996) investigate that no single firm in Jordan
corporate sector is evolved to conduct their manager TNA on the basis of three approach of OTP model. They also found that all public organizations 100% and the great majority of the private organizations 83.3% which did regularly assess their managers TNA needs in the absence of organizational analysis.

Another interesting fact which is considerable is that a lot of research are being conducted to find out the different aspect of TNA, like training evaluation and Training analysis (Mathews, 2001), a technology-based approach to training needs analysis (Grant et al., 1997), TNA comprehensiveness and organizational effectiveness (Saari et al., 1988), perception of manager training and development needs and their view on future prospective of TNA (Stewart and Waddell, 2003), and obstacle for conducting Training needs assessment (Al-Khayyat, 1998) but there is no particular study investigated the impact of three level of TNA or fully systematic manager TNA with relation to effective training. We believe that after literature review, if organization especially HRD personnel are adopted three level of TNA can be more effective for a better result of training outcomes instead of conducting only on level of analysis.

The literature reveals that majorities of companies rely their manger TNA on the basis of performance gap or on the basis of personal analysis. But there is a bigger flaw or in-advocacy for conducting manager TNA on the bases of performance appraisals, because performance appraisal is totally dependent on the appraiser. This may be that appraiser show bias or favor which results in a waste of time, and money on training. Many organizations lack proper job description system of a particular job, in this case, the performance gap could be difficult to measure, and again, results in conducting training on the bases of task analysis is poor. In many cases, the training is not a solution for employee; maybe the employee’s motivation level is low due to lack of proper compensation or other work place environmental effect or organization does not provide the necessary input to the employee to perform their job. Here, this special case relying on only one TNA approach is not sufficient for effective training. There is need for analysis at macro level or analysis at organizational analysis to cater for the organizational problem regarding training and development of employees. Majority of previous researches revealed that there is no single organization in private sector which used all the three approaches of TNA or comprehensive TNA techniques simultaneously, conducting for assessing their manager training needs. Now, the study objectives are to find out the type of manager TNA approach organizations in Pakistan, especially the organization situated in federal and Rawalpindi territory that are widely conducting manager TNA in their organizations. Secondly study also find out the relation between comprehensive and detail analysis of Manager TNA and its effect on outcomes of the training. This study examines the effective outcomes of the training with the relation of comprehensive level of TNA.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Training need assessment

The model for training needs analysis was first presented by McGhee and Thayer in 1961. The OTP three level idea of needs assessment is considered the foundation framework for needs assessment in the academic literature (Holton et al., 2000). Undertaking efficient needs assessment before starting training program has been recommended to organizations for almost 40 years. This model of organization, task, and person analysis has been cited and described in training and industrial/organizational psychology texts. Further studies revealed that needs assessment (or needs analysis) is the process of determining the organization’s training needs and seeks to answer the question of whether the organization’s needs, objectives, and problems can be met or addressed by training (Arthur et al., 2003). Training need assessment is a critical part of the training system because it provides data to determine who is to be trained, what training programs are needed, and how the results of training programs are to be evaluated (Walter and Moshe, 2000). So, in extreme cases, inadequate or incomplete training is even likely to promote performance deficiencies (Goldstein, 1993). Therefore, any call for training without a careful analysis of whether training are needed, or not required, the solution for the problem is possibly ineffective and a waste of money and resources of organization (Abu-Doleh, 1996; Branine, 1996).

In sum, training needs assessment is considered as one of the fundamental prerequisites of an effective training program. Abu-doleh (2004) found that conducting a full systematic training needs analysis and getting the help of external training consultants in the analysis of manger TNA were not common practice in the investigated organizations. He also found that the skills inventory is the most extensively used formal practice for assessing manager TNA. Brian et al. (2001) investigated that Finnish organizations are likely to pay more attention toward customers and work groups, when observing training needs. Wilson (1999) suggested the conventional and simpler methods such as interviews, questionnaires, observations, and focus groups to gather information for HRD needs analysis. Gilley et al. (2002) suggested the more analytical method such as is/should analysis, critical analysis and root-cause analysis methods to gather information. Needs analysis is viewed as a process in which the HRD needs of both the employees and the organizations are identified in order to address the gap between employees’ abilities and performance and the organization’s requirements. Hence, the four levels of identification, namely, 1) organizations’ overall performance; 2) the departments’ requirements;
3) individual employees’ skills, knowledge and attitudes; and also 4) employees’ jobs and functionalities, were examined (Haslinda, 2009).

Salas and Cannon-Bowers (2001) have proclaimed the importance of training at strategic level. According to him, training is a fundamental component of human resource development (HRD). But only providing training to employee is not sufficient, it is necessary to provide the relevant training which actually fulfills the requirement of the employee, so it is called effective training. Training effectiveness, as defined by Baldwin and Ford (1988), is effectiveness of training, which means to what extent the employees of the organization acquired new skill and also apply the new skill at their work place or transfer their acquired knowledge into the job. If the relevant training needs are identified and addressed, then the employee is not sufficient, it is necessary to provide the training. DeSimone et al. (2006) agreed that training is relevant training which actually fulfills the requirement of the organization acquired new skill and also apply the new skill at their work place or transfer their acquired knowledge into the job. If the relevant training needs are identified and addressed, then the training leads to the desired results. Eerde et al. (2008) investigates that the reasons why training program does not give the desired effect may be that the training does not suit the needs of the organization. Despite all these things related to training need assessment, organizations still spend US$ 200 billion annually on training and development. DeSimone et al. (2006) agreed that training effectiveness is “relative,” but only to the extent that there is no single measure of training success such as productivity or job satisfaction. However, he suggests that ill-conceived or poorly executed programs reflect more than incompetence or unwillingness. A systematic analysis of needs before making decisions about training appears to in a result of defective’s outcome of training. In other words, it is worth the effort to consider the question why training is needed, what should be the content of the training to fulfill this need and to whom it should be provided (Eerde et al., 2008).

Training evaluation and effectiveness

The training evaluation literature reveal that training program outcomes are a number of dimension and these outcomes require multiple criteria to be evaluated (Cascio, 1987; Landy, 1989). There are four main evaluation models or frameworks available in literature through which training outcome can be measured: (i) Kirkpatrick (ii) the Bell system, (iii) Parker, and (iv) CIRO. However, Kirkpatrick's assessment model is one of the most commonly used by many organizations and researchers as well (Hale, 2003). The model was presented by Kirkpatrick in 1969. This model is considered the best approach to measure the effectiveness of training. There are four stages or four levels to be considered when evaluating training effectiveness. The first two levels, reaction and learning, is considered to determine only the subjective nature of the training, whereas, the other two levels, behavior and result, measured the objectivity of the training. Reaction measures are obtained via verbal comments or questionnaires. Typically, reaction measures assess the impressions of participants and provide little meaningful information regarding training effectiveness. Learning measures attempt to evaluate how much information was learned by participants and usually involve written knowledge or performance tests. The reaction level measures whether people are happy with the training inputs or not satisfied (Hale, 2003). The learning level of Kirkpatrick model answers the following question, “what do people remember from the training program; do they acquire the knowledge and skill and what extent they gain from training program?” (Hale, 2003). This measurement is made through special standardized tests at the end of the program, such as pre, post, paper and pencil tests, skill practice, workshops and job simulation. The behavior level addresses the issue of “do people use what they know at work?” (Hale, 2003).

Finally, the last two level of Kirkpatrick model, results level determines “what are the outcomes of applications on the job over a period of time?” (Hale, 2003). This level of evaluation focuses on the impact of behaviors change on the organization’s performance. Because changing an employee's behavior and attitudes is not the final objective of T and D, the end results should include important elements such as, what extent productivity is improved, can training program increase the quality of services, the efficiency of the organization, etc. Kirkpatrick (1959, 1960) suggested that behavioral and results measures are useful indicators of actual knowledge transference to job specific performance. Examples of objectives measures of training effectiveness include: increase in profitability of organization and productivity, decreased customer complaints, costs, turnover and absenteeism. However, both subjective and objective measures are useful for a complete understanding of the effectiveness of training program but in majority, the subjective measures have been utilized by organizations (Alliger and Janak, 1989; Saari et al., 1988).

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Sampling

In order to investigate our research query, we select twenty important organization situated in Islamabad and Rawalpindi region. Total sample of our questionnaires was 120. 60% respondent organizations were selected form services sector and 40% from manufacturing sector. The study emphasized more to services sector because in service industry, most workers are considered as knowledge economy worker. They easily agree to give an immediate and better response for the questionnaire. The selected population of the study was mostly at managerial level from private sector and officer cadre level from public sector. From private sector, the respondents were HR managers, executives HR, HR personnel, training managers and assistant training managers. Whereas from public or government organization, the respondents we included in our study were directors, deputy directors, assistant directors, G.M, training directors and assistant training directors. Over a period of two months in late 2010, the study visited twenty organizations before getting prior appointment and we were careful not to distribute our questionnaires or throw it to the managers. We requested per day, five to six officers or managers to give us their precious one and half hour time for participating in this study. The
study collected data through self administrative questionnaire as well as additionally face to face meeting was made for the purpose of accuracy and reliability of data. During conversation with managers, they were also excited to share their experiences related to TNA techniques and practical practices especially in Pakistani scenario and its consequences on training. The sample of the study from different organizations located in Islamabad and Rawalpindi territory is listed in Table 1.

Variables measurement

**Background variables**

The study requested, for background analysis, variables such as the nature of the enterprise either privately held or public organization, total number of years organization is operating in their particular industry and number of full time or permanent employees currently working in organization.

**Level of TNA**

The study measured the level of TNA undertaken in the organization prior to decisions made on training based on the OTP model presented by McChee and Thayer in 1961. Eerde et al. (2008) used this scale for measuring the TNA comprehensiveness. We adopted this scale from Rossilah and Hishamuddin (2007) study in Malaysian companies on 5-point likert response scale ranging from '1 = Never' to '5 = Always' to assess the more frequent techniques of TNA adopting by Pakistani corporate sector on each of the three levels.

**Training effectiveness**

Kirkpatrick’s four-level evaluation model criteria are mostly used for measuring effectiveness of training by researchers. The study adopted this scale from Atiyah (1993), studying training evaluation in Libyan banking sector which was previously adopted from the model idea of Kirkpatrick. This model is assessed with a five point likert scale ranged from 1 = to a very small extent to 5 = to a very great extent.

**Procedure**

Three major areas were covered in the questionnaire. The first section of the instrument were dealings with organizational and employees demographics. The data is put in MS excel sheet for computing the mean of perception of mangers and officer regarding TNA practices and also perception regarding training effectiveness in questionnaire. The means of different techniques used in TNA, prior to training programs started, are listed in Table 2, whereas, the third section required managers and officers to rate the perceived importance and frequency of usage for specific methods of subjective and objective training effectiveness measurement on reaction, learning, behavior, and results. The respondents rated their perception on a five point Likert scale. The perception of managers and officer regarding training effectiveness are mentioned in the form of mean in Table 3.

### FINDINGS AND DATA ANALYSIS

Regarding manager training needs assessment, Table 2 shows that in a third world country, which is struggling for development, the TNA techniques are practiced on ad hoc basis. Mostly, organizations are not much familiar with different kinds of TNA practices and techniques. It is interesting to note that assessing managers training needs, majority of investigated organizations is not enough to claim that they are really engaged in effective TNA analysis. The same finding was observed by Abu-Doleh (2004) in Jordan companies. Here in Pakistan, in the corporate sector, the respondent gives almost the same result. The techniques which are used in first block of the table in organizational analysis level are not commonly or specifically developed for TNA techniques. Mostly, it is used for strategic management. However, the use of these techniques to identify organizational training needs were mentioned and or discussed by several authors (Chiu et al., 1999; Craig, 1994).

### Perceived training needs assessment practices

The respondents have a perception that the organization is not paying much attention toward the organization level analysis. 46% responded that the organization never adopt this SWOT analysis techniques for conducting manager training needs. 35% employees responded that the organization also not involved for conducting the manger TNA through PEST analysis techniques. This
Table 2. Techniques used in conducting manager training need assessment (mean).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
<th>R (%)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>F (%)</th>
<th>A (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWOT Analysis</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational scanning</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEST analysis</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task / KSA analysis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency analysis</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job analysis</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill inventory</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance appraisals</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>81.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical incident</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diary analysis</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 3. Training effectiveness analysis on Kirkpatrick model (mean %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement level for training effectiveness</th>
<th>To a very small extent</th>
<th>To a small extent</th>
<th>To a considerable extent</th>
<th>To a great extent</th>
<th>To a very great extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perception of trainee about material and facilities of training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material and facilities of training</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods and content of training</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition during the training program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude and abilities</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills and knowledge</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change occurs after training program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance increase</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact on effectiveness and efficiency of employees</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect on organization performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost saving and impact on profit</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality improvement</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subjectivity measure of training program: 1 and 2 levels; Objectivity measure of training program: 3 and 4 levels.

Ratio mention that the organizations in Pakistan sometimes involve in preparing training program for their employee due to changes in political and economical situation of Pakistan, but contrary to fact, this method is not so common. Majority of respondents using this technique actually own their HRD department, because large organizations have enough resources in terms of finance and human assets which support them to conduct comprehensives manager TNA techniques before conducting training program. Thus, the major and only essential source of information in the selection of individuals to be trained was the judgment of performance appraisal. Various sources were considered moderately important, however, discrepancy was mostly observed for
training through performance evaluation. The data analysis reveals that majority of the organizations (81%) assess manager TNA through performance appraisal system. Majority of the organization also focuses on to conduct TNA at personal level. More then half of the organization (60%) in large size organization also pay attention toward the task or operational level analysis. But very few (3.3%) organization focus on SWOT and, 4.4% focus on PEST analysis at organizational level TNA technique. Its means no single organization in private as well as in public sector used the organization analysis techniques, frequently or always. And surprisingly, no single organization involved or engage in three level TNA or comprehensiveness TNA practices before conducting training program which is actually recommended by literature for better outcomes of training.

**Perceived training effectiveness**

The results of study for effective outcome of the training are mentioned in Table 3. The first level of Kirkpatrick model which is also called a behavioral measure of training, the respondents rated very high at 51.7%( to a great extent ) and 45%(to a very great extent) for training material and facilities provided by organization. The employees were also highly satisfied regarding method and content of the training program given by their organization. Whereas, the question regarding acquisition of knowledge and skills through training program, the respondents rated their satisfaction level at 54% (to a great extent) and 45% (to a very great extent). But in the last two level of Kirkpatrick model, which is also called a result measure or objectivity measure of training, the respondents were not much satisfied. 45% (to a very small extent) respondents rated the change occur after training program. They also rated below changes at 58% (to a small extent) on their effectiveness and efficiency and customer satisfaction at third level of training evaluation model. Finally, at last level of Kirkpatrick, no single respondent rated the organization performance enhancement after training at “to great extent or a very great extent”. This shows a bigger flow and a question mark on the effectiveness of training program.

**DISCUSSION**

The results of this study provide some disparate findings in terms of effective outcomes of training. The reason is that the organizations in Pakistan only focus on conducting the personal analysis TNA before starting training program. As a result of not engaging in comprehensive TNA approach, the result of the training program is poor and considered a subjective nature. If we analyze the ratio mentioned in Table 3, the first two level of Kirkpatrick model were considered as a subjective whereas, the rest of the two final levels are considered as objective level. The result showed that lack of comprehensive TNA approach gives less result and does not meet objectivity criteria of training program. No single respondent have perception that the organization achieved the training objectivity in a real scene. Through the conversation with managers, most organizations in Pakistan are not well aware of the Kirkpatrick model which is used for the evaluation of training. Most organizations achieve the subjectivity of the training instead of forcing on the objectivity of the training. Many managers respond that training is a long term investment. Thorough analysis of TNA or comprehensive TNA approach leads to better result of training outcomes; because comprehensive TNA starts from micro level to macro level or TNA scanning start from organizational level and come to personal level. If the problem is not at organization level, then it is a possibility that the problem may be at operational or task level and again, if the problem is not at task level, the training manager comes up at personal level. Through this comprehensive approach, organization can appropriately assess the actual need of the training at managerial level and obviously, it has a good impact on the outcomes of the training. Simply, when the TNA comprehensiveness increases, the last two levels of Kirkpatrick model objectivity will also increase and a lack in TNA comprehensiveness results in a low achievement of training objectivity.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

In this study, there are three variable TNA comprehensiveness, organization size and effective outcome of training. But in future, the research can explore more regarding TNA comprehensiveness and its impact on training effectiveness; like in OPT model, what kind or what level greatly influence the training outcome. It is possible for researchers to find newer technique for assessing the TNA for managers. Some other environmental effects, like social and economical situation which are varying geographically, can be another possible variable which researcher can add in the future. Like Pakistan where the political instability and uncertainty has much influence on the organization. So, according to the political situation, there is need for changing TNA technique with the circumstances of Pakistan. The study has already mentioned in the background that organizations used performance appraisal for assessing manager training needs. But it has a drawback due to appraiser biased behavior. So, it is important for Pakistan corporate sector to go for comprehensive TNA rather than focus only on personal analysis which is totally dependent on appraiser evaluation.

In the future, researchers can explore a longitudinal study for more appropriate analysis of training needs assessment of managers. This may give a direction for
judging better technique of TNA, especially in Pakistani circumstances. This study could not identify the best TNA technique, study only explore the TNA current practices and its impact on the training outcome. In future, the study can explore the best technique of TNA which is more suitable in Pakistani scenario.
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